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Abstract—Duty cycling (DC) is a popular technique for energy
conservation in wireless sensor networks that allows nodes to
wake up and sleep periodically. Typically, a single packet trans-
mission (SPT) occurs per cycle, leading to possibly long delay.
With aggregated packet transmission (APT), nodes transmit a
batch of packets in a single cycle. The potential benefits brought
by an APT scheme include shorter delay, higher throughput and
higher energy efficiency. In the literature, different analytical
models have been proposed to evaluate the performance of SPT
schemes. However, no analytical models for the APT mode on
synchronous DC medium access control mechanisms exist. In
this paper, we first develop a three-dimensional (3D) discrete
time Markov chain (DTMC) model to evaluate the performance
of an APT scheme with packet retransmission enabled. The
proposed model captures the dynamics of the state of the
queue of nodes and the retransmission status, as well as the
evolution of the number of active nodes in the network, i.e.,
nodes with a non-empty queue. We then study the number
of retransmissions needed to transmit a packet successfully.
Based on the observations, we develop another less complex
DTMC model with infinite retransmissions which embodies only
two dimensions. Furthermore, we extend the 3D model into
a four-dimensional model by considering error-prone channel
conditions. The proposed models are adopted to determine packet
delay, throughput, packet loss, energy consumption, and en-
ergy efficiency. Furthermore the analytical models are validated
through discrete-event based simulations. Numerical results show
that an APT scheme achieves substantially better performance
than its SPT counterpart in terms of delay, throughput, packet
loss and energy efficiency, and that the developed analytical
models reveal precisely the behavior of the APT scheme.
Index Terms—Duty-cycled wireless sensor networks, discrete
time Markov chain model, packet aggregation, performance
evaluation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
ONE of the goals for designing medium access control(MAC) protocols in energy constrained wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) is to achieve higher energy efficiency.
Among the proposed energy efficient techniques, duty cycling
(DC) is employed in many existing MAC protocols. By follow-
ing DC, nodes turn their radios on and off periodically to avoid
idle listening in order to save energy consumption. Sensor-
MAC (S-MAC) [1] is a benchmark example for synchronous
DC MAC protocols. In S-MAC, nodes transmit or receive
only one DATA packet per cycle. This transmission scheme is
referred to hereafter as single packet transmission (SPT). Since
only one packet is transmitted per cycle, packets stored in the
queue might need to wait a long time before being delivered.
On the other hand, in many WSN applications, timely data
delivery is required for event-driven scenarios. For example, in
fire detection scenarios, alarms should be alerted in real-time
so that urgent actions can take place prior to the occurrence of
a disaster. Furthermore, an appropriate decision can be taken
when accurate data is available and better accuracy can be
achieved with higher data rate.
In order to boost data rate and minimize delay in WSNs,
packet aggregation, in which a batch of packets are transmitted
together, has been proposed as a pragmatic approach. Packet
aggregation is a feasible technique for WSNs since all packets
are typically addressed to one node, i.e., the sink node [2].
Aggregated data transmission helps to increase the probability
that a node transmits a packet successfully, since queues are
emptied faster when multiple packets are transmitted together,
and correspondingly the mean number of contending nodes
per cycle decreases [3]. Packet aggregation may also bring
other benefits like shorter delay and higher energy efficiency.
Indeed, many data aggregation schemes have been proposed
for the purpose of energy saving, delay reduction, collision
avoidance, or more accurate data transmission [4]. However,
very few analytical models exist for performance evaluation
of aggregated data transmission in WSNs.
In this paper, we adopt the concept of packet aggregation
and propose an analytical model to evaluate the performance of
an aggregated packet transmission (APT) scheme. This scheme
operates in WSNs with a synchronous DC MAC protocol like
S-MAC. We refer to the set of consecutive packets in the buffer
of a node that will be transmitted together in the same cycle
as a frame. The maximum number of packets aggregated in
a frame is constrained by the maximum frame length of the
wireless link, as well as the number of packets in the queue.
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We develop first a three-dimensional (3D) discrete-time
Markov chain (DTMC) to model the time evolution of the state
of a node in a WSN, where nodes have finite queue capacity
and operate according to S-MAC. One of the three state
elements is dedicated to track the number of retransmissions
experienced by the frame at the head of the queue of the
node. We analyze accordingly the number of retransmissions
required to successfully transmit a frame in an error-free chan-
nel, where losses only occur due to collisions in the channel.
Based on the results of the 3D DTMC, we observe that, in
many configurations, 99.999% of the frames are successfully
delivered after at most two retransmissions. Therefore, by
configuring the maximum retransmission counter in the nodes
to two or larger, we might achieve zero or close-to-zero packet
loss. Correspondingly, we propose a simpler two-dimensional
(2D) DTMC model that allows infinite retransmissions to
evaluate the performance of the APT scheme. Clearly, the
state of a node in this model omits the element dedicated
to retransmissions. We observe that this model is applicable
to many realistic scenarios where initial packet transmission
failures are finally recovered by retransmissions.
On the other hand, although the error-free channel assump-
tion has been extensively adopted in the literature [5], [6],
[7], it is more realistic to consider that wireless channels are
intrinsically error-prone. Accordingly, we further develop a
four-dimensional (4D) model by defining multiple loss and
non-loss states to characterize error-prone wireless channels,
and integrate them into the the 3D model. This modeling
approach captures both first- and second-order statistics with
sufficient accuracy, which is considered an adequate charac-
terization of the wireless link for practical scenarios. Using
the proposed models, different performance parameters are
studied, like average packet delay, throughput, average energy
consumption per cycle, and energy efficiency.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
reviews the related work and Section III describes the network
model. In Section IV, we present both the 3D and 2D DTMC
models in details. The expressions for performance parameters
are deduced in Section V. The performance of the APT and
SPT schemes is compared in Section VI. Furthermore, the
4D model is presented in Section VII, before the paper is
concluded in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Among the analytical models proposed to analyze the
performance of carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) MAC protocols, the model proposed
in [5] is a popular one. It is based on a DTMC that captures
the behavior of an individual node contending for channel
access. The primary assumptions of the model are: error-
free channel, the collision probability of a station when it
attempts to transmit is independent of its state, and nodes
operate in the saturation mode. These assumptions make the
model simple, yet quite accurate. Since then, Bianchi’s model
has been extensively studied, refined and extended to different
scenarios. See for example [8] and their references.
Most of the models based on Bianchi’s approach do not keep












Fig. 1. A network model where all nodes are reachable within one hop and
send DATA frames to a single sink.
therefore they cannot be applied to an APT MAC mechanism
like the one studied here. When a node employing APT wins
access to the medium, the number of packets in the queue must
be known to define the size of the frame. If this information is
not known, the time evolution of the system cannot be modeled
with precision.
Exceptions exist. For example, the 3D DTMC model pro-
posed in [6] extends the model in [5] with a new dimension to
keep track of the state of the queue. However, there is another
important reason that makes previous models not directly
applicable for evaluating the performance of synchronous DC
MAC protocols like S-MAC, since the backoff timers designed
therein are reset at each cycle [7].
A continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) with exponen-
tially distributed times in the active and sleep states was
developed to model the behavior of sensor nodes with finite
queue capacity in [9]. Clearly when nodes have random cycle
duration, the synchronization of node schedules becomes a
tedious and energy consuming task. Another model for analyz-
ing S-MAC was proposed in [10], based on an M/G/1 model.
However, it requires that packet arrivals follow a Poisson
process and that each node has an infinite buffer.
Provided the synchronous nature of S-MAC, modeling S-
MAC based WSNs using a DTMC seems to be a natural op-
tion. To model the evolution with time of the state of a generic
node in the network, a one-dimensional (1D) DTMC model
supporting a general packet arrival distribution per cycle, finite
queue and zero packet retransmissions was proposed in [7].
The same authors proposed in [11] a 2D model to analyze the
impact of packet retransmissions. However, the models in [7]
and [11] were developed based on the assumption that the
probability that a node is active is independent of the other
nodes being active. Nodes are active, and contend for channel
access, if their queues are non-empty.
We argue that some degree of dependence occurs among
nodes in practice. This is because the probability of successful
transmission of a node depends on the number of active nodes
in the network, and this number varies over time depending
on the state of the other nodes. For a WSN employing S-
MAC, we compared in [12] a model that considers nodes as
mutually independent with another model that incorporates the
dependence among nodes. The study concludes that substan-
tially more accurate results can be obtained when dependence
is incorporated into the model.
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In this paper, we propose a 3D DTMC that incorporates
the dependency among nodes in the network. To clarify the
difference between our model and the previous models, let
(i) be the state of the 1D DTMC studied in [7], where i is
the number of packets found at the queue of a node. Also,
let (i, r) be the state of the previous 2D DTMCs [11], [13],
where i has the same definition and r is the number of
retransmissions experienced by the packet at the head of the
queue of the node. In contrast, the state of the proposed 3D
DTMC is defined by a triplet (i, k, r), where k keeps track
of the number of active nodes in the network. The state of
our 2D DTMC is defined by (i, k), where the r element has
been omitted, and it is therefore different from the previous
2D DTMCs in [11], [13]. It is furthermore worth mentioning
that all aforementioned models were developed for the SPT
scheme without considering packet aggregation.
When data is sensed by a group of neighboring nodes, it
tends to be somewhat space-correlated and redundant. Then
unprocessed transmission of such data is likely to waste
energy and degrade network performance. Correspondingly,
packet aggregation in WSNs has been proposed, mainly from
a routing perspective [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. That is,
cluster-heads perform the processing and aggregation of intra-
cluster and inter-cluster information, before it is forwarded
towards the sink. For example in [16] the authors obtained
an approximated closed-form expression for end-to-end delay
when data aggregation was enabled in a generic multi-hop
WSN. Nonetheless, the above aggregation schemes for WSNs
do not consider any specific MAC layer protocol.
Currently, there exist only a few MAC protocols that in-
tegrate data aggregation in WSNs. Among them, aggregation
MAC (AG-MAC) [19] is a synchronous DC MAC protocol. A
joint aggregation and MAC (JAM) [20] scheme was proposed
for RI-MAC [21] as another asynchronous DC MAC protocol.
Moreover, a lifetime balanced data aggregation scheme was
proposed for DC WSNs in [22]. However, these studies have
been carried out largely by simulations or test-bed based
experiments.
In this paper, we aim at modeling analytically the per-
formance of packet aggregation at the MAC layer and the
intra-cluster level. To the best of our knowledge, this paper
is the first attempt to develop analytical models for MAC
level packet aggregation in synchronous duty-cycled WSNs. In
summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel modeling approach to evaluate
the performance of an aggregated packet transmission
scheme that operates in WSNs with finite capacity queue
running on a synchronous DC MAC protocol like S-
MAC. A salient feature of the proposed analytical model
is that it handles the dependence that occurs among nodes
in practice by keeping track of the number of active
nodes in the network. This makes the proposed model
substantially more accurate than the other models that
assume mutual independence among nodes [12].
• A 3D DTMC is proposed to model the time evolution of
the state of a node with finite retransmissions. To reduce
the complexity of the 3D DTMC, a less complex 2D
DTMC allowing infinite retransmissions is developed as
an alternative model for scenarios where a vast majority
of frames that arrive with error can be recovered by re-
transmissions. In addition to the 2D and 3D models which
are built based on an error-free channel assumption, a 4D
model which integrates error-prone channel conditions
into the 3D model is also developed.
• The proposed models apply to both APT and SPT
schemes. In that sense, it can be considered as a gen-
eralization of the analytical models proposed for the
SPT scheme like [7], [12]. Note also that in the studied
APT scheme the size of a frame may change randomly
from cycle to cycle, as described with more detail in
Algorithm 1 of the next section.
• Closed-form expressions for calculating mean packet
delay, throughput, packet loss probability, energy con-
sumption, and energy efficiency are obtained based on
the proposed models. Furthermore, the analytical model
has been shown to be very accurate, when compared with
discrete-event based simulations.
III. NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we give a brief description of the operation of
S-MAC, introduce the network scenario and the assumptions
of the study, and provide expressions that model the access to
the medium of nodes in a WSN operated on S-MAC.
A. Brief Description of S-MAC
In S-MAC the time is partitioned into cycles of equal length
T , and each cycle contains an active and a sleep period. The
active period is further divided into two parts: the sync period
of fixed length Tsync, where SYNC packets are exchanged,
and the data period, where DATA packets are exchanged.
Throughout this paper, we use capital letters to represent the
type of a packet. For example, DATA, SYNC and RTS are the
packets. Conversely, we use lowercase letters to represent the
different parts of a cycle: active, sleep, sync and data.
In a sync period, every node chooses a sleep-awake schedule
and exchanges it with its neighbors using SYNC packets. These
packets include the address of the sender and the time of
its next active period initiation. With this information, nodes
are able to coordinate to wake up at the same time at the
beginning of the next cycle. In the considered network, all
nodes are awake at the start of a sync period and might
broadcast a SYNC packet. To this end they follow a CSMA/CA
mechanism for contention-based channel access. It is based
on generating a random backoff time and performing a carrier
sensing procedure. If the channel is idle when the backoff
timer expires, then the node transmits the SYNC packet.
Refer to a set of Nsc consecutive cycles as an update super-
cycle. As in [7], we assume for simplicity that nodes transmit
one SYNC packet every Nsc cycles, i.e., one packet per update
super-cycle, and it might receive one SYNC packet per cycle
in the remaining Nsc − 1 cycles.
In order to avoid missing SYNC packets from neighboring
nodes, from now and then a node keeps awake for the whole
cycle. As these cycles are different from the normal cycles
which include both active and sleep periods, we refer to them
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as awake cycles. Define a hyper-cycle as a set of Naw update
super-cycles, i.e., Naw · Nsc consecutive cycles. We assume
that a node follows awake cycles during a complete super-
cycle (Nsc consecutive cycles), while it follows normal cycles
during the other Naw − 1 update super-cycles of the hyper-
cycle. The characteristics of normal and awake cycles will
be later used to determine the average energy consumed by a
node.
Nodes might transmit a DATA packet during the data period
using a CSMA/CA mechanism for contention-based channel
access. To this end, they generate new backoff times at each
data period initiation and perform carrier sense. If the channel
is idle when the backoff timer expires, then the node can
transmit the DATA packet using an RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK
handshake. When a winning node receives CTS in response
to its previous RTS, it transmits one DATA frame. In S-MAC,
a node goes to sleep until the beginning of next sync period
when: i) it loses the contention (hears a busy medium before
its backoff time expires); ii) it encounters an RTS collision
or CTS is lost; and iii) after the reception of an ACK as a
response to a successful frame transmission. Recall that each
sync period is followed by a data (listen) period. For further
details on S-MAC please refer to [1].
B. Network Scenario and Assumptions
Consider a cluster of N sensor nodes that transmit packets
towards a single destination node, i.e., the sink, as shown in
Figure 1. For convenience, we select one of the N nodes
arbitrarily, and refer to it as the reference node (RN). We
assume that the sink node behaves as a packet absorption node,
i.e., it only receives packets (it never transmits). All nodes are
one hop away from each other forming a single-cell cluster,
but multiple clusters together may form a larger network.
A node is capable of buffering a finite number, Q, of
packets, and it serves them according to a first in first out
(FIFO) discipline. A node performs packet aggregation based
on the number of packets accumulated in its queue. A set
of packets aggregated according to the following rule will be
referred to as a frame. The transmission of a frame by the
RN happens when it wins the contention for medium access.
If the number of packets in its queue is smaller than the
maximum allowed frame size F , then a frame containing all
the packets in the queue is transmitted. However, if the number
of packets in its queue is greater than or equal to F , then a
frame containing F packets is transmitted. If the transmission
is successful, then the number of packets in the queue of the
RN is decremented by the frame size.
For clarity, the packet aggregation scheme is described in
Algorithm 1. Note that the APT scheme presented here is not a
MAC protocol itself, but it is a possible mode for the operation
of S-MAC. That is, to obtain channel access, the RN has to
contend with other nodes according to S-MAC as explained
before. Observe that the proposed APT scheme is general and
it is applicable to any synchronous DC MAC protocol as well.
The operation of S-MAC with APT is illustrated in Figure 2.
In the figure, the RN wins the contention in the cycle and a
frame is sent to the sink node. As in conventional SPT S-MAC
scenarios, all other active nodes go to sleep after receiving RTS
from the RN. Therefore, for these nodes the data period lasts
merely until the reception of RTS. However, the duration of the
data period for the RN depends on the transmitted frame size.
Observe that the duration of the data period is constrained by
the length of the cycle and therefore, it must be shorter than
or equal to T − Tsync. This provides an upper bound for the
maximum allowed frame size F . A node drops a frame when
the number of consecutive retransmissions of the same frame
reaches the maximum number of allowed retransmissions, R.
Note also that, as the buffer has finite capacity, packet loss
due to buffer overflow might happen when packets arrive and
find a full buffer. During overflow episodes, some degree of
selective packet discarding must occur at the nodes to give
priority to the most important information. Once such impera-
tive information is selected, nodes will deploy retransmissions
in order to achieve a loss free transfer across the network.
In this study, we assume that: i) all nodes contain the
same initial energy; ii) the channel is error-free (for 2D and
3D models), or error-prone (for 4D model); iii) transmission
failure happens either only due to collision in the medium
(for 2D and 3D models) or due to both collision and channel
failure (for 4D model); iv) packets arrive to the buffer of a
node following a renewal arrival process, and the number of
packets that arrive per cycle is characterized by independent
and identically distributed random variables. For simplicity,
we assume that the number of packets that arrive to a buffer
follow a discrete Poisson distribution of mean λT , where λ is
the packet arrival rate and T is the cycle duration.
C. Access to the Medium
According to the operation of S-MAC, at each cycle, nodes
with a non-empty queue generate a random backoff time
taken from {0,W − 1}. When the RN is active, it transmits
a frame successfully when the other contending nodes select
backoff times longer than the one selected by the RN. A frame
transmitted by the RN will fail (collide) when the RN and
one or more of the other contending nodes select the same
backoff time, and this backoff time is the smallest among
all contending nodes. If the backoff time generated by the
RN is not the smallest one among those generated by the
Algorithm 1: Aggregated Packet Transmission by the RN
1 begin
2 input:
3 i = Number of packets in the queue of a node
4 F = Maximum size of a frame
5 output:
6 f = Number of packets aggregated in the frame
7 q = Number of packets left in the queue after frame transmission
8 if the RN wins medium access then
9 if i ≤ F then
10 transmit i packets in the frame, f = i, q = 0;
11 end
12 else if i > F then




























Fig. 2. Operation of S-MAC, where each cycle consists of an active period and a sleep period. The active period is further divided into sync and data periods.
other contending nodes, then two outcomes are possible: either
another node is able to transmit successfully, or other nodes
collide while transmitting. Nodes that lose contention (because
they hear a busy medium before their backoff time expires) or
encounter an RTS collision, go to sleep until the sync period
of the next cycle.
Consider a cycle where the RN is active and denote by k,
0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1, the number of nodes that are also active
in the same cycle in addition to the RN. Let Ps,k , Psf,k
and Pf,k be the probabilities that the RN transmits a frame
successfully, transmits a frame (successfully or with collision),
and it transmits with failure (collision) when contending with

























Ps,k is the probability that the RN selects a backoff value from
{0,W − 1} and the other k nodes choose a larger value. Psf,k
and Pf,k can be described in similar terms.
At a first glance, it might seem counter-intuitive that Pf,k =
1/W , and it is therefore independent of k. A simple example
that might help to clarify this fact is provided next. For k =∞,
an infinite number of nodes will select backoff time 0, an
infinite number of nodes will select backoff time 1, and so on.
The RN collides only when it selects backoff time 0. Clearly,
other selections will result in other nodes colliding but not
the RN, as the RN will detect that the channel is busy while
performing carrier sense, and it will go to sleep until next
cycle. The RN selects backoff time 0 with probability 1/W .
Conditioned on a successful or unsuccessful packet trans-
mission by the RN when contending with other k nodes, the




























NOTATION FOR DTMC MODELS.
Symbol Explanation
T Duration of a cycle
N Number of nodes in the network
Q Queue capacity in packets
W Contention window size
K Maximum number of active nodes in the network
other than the RN, K = N − 1
R Maximum number of frame retransmissions
λ DATA packet arrival rate at the node buffer
Ai Probability of i packets arriving in a cycle,
Ai = e
−λT (λT )i/i!
A≥i Probability of i or more packets arriving in
a cycle, A≥i = 1−
∑
Aj where j = 0 ... i− 1
Â 1−A0 , where A0 is the probability of no
packet arrivals in a cycle
Bk (K) Probability that k nodes, out of K that have






Sk Probability that an active node transmits a frame
successfully in a cycle where k nodes contend,
Sk = kPs,k−1
Ŝk 1− Sk
T̂k Probability that the RN does not transmit when
contending with other k nodes and two or more of the
other nodes collide, 1− (k + 1)Ps,k − Pf,k
F Maximum frame size that a node can transmit
(in packets)
πi Stationary probability of finding a node
with i packets in the queue. See (6)(8).
α Number of packets aggregated for transmission
when node is in state i, α = min(i, F )
Ps Average probability that an active node transmits
a frame successfully in a random cycle. See (5)(7).
Pe Probability that the queue of an active node becomes
empty conditioned on a successful transmission. See (4).
P̂e 1− Pe
IV. DTMC WITH FINITE/INFINITE RETRANSMISSIONS
In this section, we develop first a 3D DTMC model for APT
based on the S-MAC protocol with finite retransmissions and
then a 2D DTMC model based on infinite retransmissions. The
notation adopted throughout the paper is defined in Table I.
A. 3D DTMC for APT with Finite Retransmissions
A state in the proposed DTMC is represented by (i, k, r),
where i is the number of packets in the queue of the RN,
i ≤ Q, k is the number of active nodes in the network other
than the RN, k ≤ K = N − 1, and r is the number of
retransmissions experienced by the frame at the head of the
queue of the RN, r ≤ R.
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The transition probabilities of this DTMC are defined in
Table II. Note that when the transition between two states is
not possible, its transition probability is zero. For brevity, zero
transition probabilities are not shown in the table. As an ex-
ample, we explain P(i,k,0),(j,l,0), i.e., the transition probability
from State (i, k, 0) to State (j, l, 0). It is given by,
P(i,k,0),(j,l,0) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+α
+ kPs,k · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·Aj−i
+ kPs,k · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i
+ T̂k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i .
i− α ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ l − k ≤ l , l < K .
The first term defines the probability that the RN wins the
contention, it transmits a frame composed of α = min(i, F )
packets, it receives j−i+α packets and l−k nodes out of the
K − k inactive ones become active. The second term defines
the probability that an active node different from the RN wins
the contention, it transmits a frame successfully and its buffer
becomes empty (Pe), and therefore the node becomes inactive,
l−k+1 nodes out of the K−k inactive ones become active,
and the RN receives j − i packets. The third term defines the
probability that an active node different from the RN wins the
contention, it transmits a frame successfully but its buffer does
not become empty (P̂e), l−k nodes out of the K−k inactive
ones become active, and the RN receives j− i packets. Lastly,
the fourth term defines the probability that the RN does not
transmit when contending with other k nodes and two or more
of the other nodes collide (T̂k), l− k nodes out of the K − k
inactive ones become active, and the RN receives j−i packets.
Note that in the last term it is assumed that, for any of the
nodes that collide, the probability that it discards a frame and
becomes inactive is negligible.
The solution of this aperiodic and irreducible DTMC is
obtained by solving the set of linear equations
πP = π , πe = 1 , (3)
where π is the stationary distribution, P is the transition
probability matrix, whose elements are defined in Table II, and
e is a column vector of ones. The elements of the distribution
π are π (i, k, r), i.e., the fraction of cycles where the RN is







the stationary distribution π is required, where Ps is the
average probability that an active node transmits a frame
successfully in a random cycle conditioned on being active,
and πi is the stationary probability of finding i packets in the
queue of a node. Note that Pe is a conditional probability. Its
denominator is the fraction of cycles where the RN transmits
a frame successfully. While its numerator is the fraction of
cycles where the RN successfully transmits a frame that
empties the buffer and no additional packets arrive. Ps and























r=0 π (i, k, r).
By solving the set of equations (3), π (Ps) can be deter-
mined for a given Ps . Then, a new Ps (π) can be obtained
from (5) for a given π. Denote by Ps the solution of this fixed-
point equation, i.e., the value of Ps (π) at the fixed-point. Note
that the stationary distribution for the 3D DTMC that defines
the operation of the SPT scheme with finite retransmissions
can be readily obtained by setting F = 1.
Note that finding a good estimation for the distribution
of the number of active nodes in a cycle is crucial to
determine with precision Ps, the stationary distribution π,
and the performance parameters defined later in Section V.
In [12] we compared the accuracy of different performance
parameters obtained when two different approaches are used
to characterize the number of active nodes in a cycle. That is,
i) when it is assumed that nodes become active independently,
as done for example in [7], [11], and the number of active
nodes in a cycle follows a binomial distribution; and ii) when
the number of active nodes in the network is represented in
the network state vector and evolves from cycle to cycle,
as done in the model proposed here. The study concludes
that substantially more accurate results are obtained when the
second approach is adopted.
B. 2D DTMC for APT with Infinite Retransmissions
The main objective of the proposed 3D DTMC model is
to evaluate the performance of a WSN that employs an APT
scheme on a synchronous DC MAC when frame retransmis-
sions are enabled. As it will be shown later in Section VI, a
vast majority of the frames require at most two retransmissions
to achieve a successful transmission. Therefore, the same
performance would be observed by setting R ≥ 2. This obser-
vation motivated us to develop a simpler 2D DTMC model to
evaluate the performance of APT with infinite retransmissions.
We adopt the same notation used for the 3D DTMC, except
that the dimension related to the number of retransmissions, r,
is omitted. A state in the 2D DTMC is represented by (i, k),
where i is the number of packets in the queue of the RN,
i ≤ Q, and k is the number of active nodes other than the
RN in the network, k ≤ K = N − 1. Then, P(i,k),(j,l) is the
transition probability from State (i, k) to State (j, l).
The transition probabilities of the proposed 2D DTMC
are given in Table III. In the table, the first row defines
transitions caused only by new arrivals when the RN has an
empty queue and no other node is active. The second row
describes transmissions made by the other nodes while the RN
has an empty queue. The third and fourth rows define RN’s
transmissions in cycles where there is no other active node
and when there are other active nodes respectively. Lastly, the
fifth row defines transitions that are not possible.
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TABLE II
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OF THE 3D DTMC MODEL FOR S-MAC-APT WITH FINITE RETRANSMISSIONS
No active node exists. Transitions occur due to new arrivals
P(0,0,0),(j,l,0) = Bl (K) · Aj ; 0 ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ l ≤ K , P(0,0,0),(Q,l,0) = Bl (K) · A≥Q ; 0 ≤ l ≤ K .
No packets in the queue of the RN, i.e., no transmissions by the RN. Transitions are caused by the other k active nodes
P(0,k,0),(j,l,0) = Sk · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·Aj P(0,k,0),(Q,l,0) = Sk · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·A≥Q
+Sk · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj +Sk · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q
+Ŝk ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj ; +Ŝk ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q ;
0 ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ l < K , 1 ≤ k ≤ l < K ,
P(0,k,0),(j,K,0) = Sk · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj P(0,k,0),(Q,K,0) = Sk · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q
+Ŝk ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj ; +Ŝk ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q ;
0 ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 1 ≤ k ≤ K ,
P(0,k,0),(j,k−1,0) = Sk · Pe ·B0 (K − k) ·Aj ; P(0,k,0),(Q,k−1,0) = Sk · Pe ·B0 (K − k) ·A≥Q ;
0 ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
k + 1 nodes including the RN are active. Successful transmission by the RN in its first attempt or by any other node
P(i,k,0),(j,l,0) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj P(i,k,0),(j,l,0) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+F
1 ≤ i ≤ F , 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , F + 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , i− F ≤ j ≤ i− 1 , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K ,
P(i,k,0),(j,l,0) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+α P(i,k,0),(Q,l,0) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i+α
+kPs,k · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·Aj−i +kPs,k · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
+kPs,k · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i +kPs,k · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
+T̂k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i ; +T̂k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i ;
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ l < K , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ l < K ,
P(i,k,0),(j,K,0) = Ps,k ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+α P(i,k,0),(Q,K,0) = Ps,k ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i+α
+kPs,k · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj−i ; +kPs,k · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i ;
+T̂k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i ; +T̂k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i ;
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
k + 1 nodes including the RN are active. Successful transmission by the RN after r failed attempts
P(i,k,r),(j,l,0) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj P(i,k,r),(j,l,0) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+F
1 ≤ i ≤ F , 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 , 0 ≤ k ≤ l < K , F + 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , i− F ≤ j ≤ i− 1 , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K ,
0 ≤ r ≤ R , 0 ≤ r ≤ R ,
P(i,k,r),(j,l,0) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+α P(i,k,r),(Q,l,0) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i+α
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 0 ≤ r ≤ R , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 0 ≤ r ≤ R ,
k + 1 nodes including the RN are active. Failed transmission by the RN
P(i,k,r),(j,l,r+1) = Pf,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i P(i,k,r),(Q,l,r+1) = Pf,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 0 ≤ r < R , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 0 ≤ r < R .
P(i,k,R),(j,l,0) = Pf,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+α P(i,k,r),(Q,l,r+1) = Pf,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i+α
1 ≤ i ≤ Q , i− α ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K .
k + 1 nodes including the RN are active. The RN loses access contention
P(i,k,r),(j,l,r) = kPs,k · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·Aj−i P(i,k,r),(Q,l,r) = kPs,k · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
+kPs,k · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i +kPs,k · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
+T̂k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i ; +T̂k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i ;
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k < K , 0 ≤ r ≤ R , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 1 ≤ k < K , 0 ≤ r ≤ R ,
P(i,K,r),(j,K,r) = kPs,k · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj−i P(i,K,r),(Q,K,r) = kPs,k · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
+T̂k ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj−i ; +T̂k ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i ;
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ r ≤ R , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 0 ≤ r ≤ R ,
P(i,k,r),(j,k−1,r) = kPs,k · Pe ·B0 (K − k) ·Aj−i ; P(i,k,r),(Q,k−1,r) = kPs,k · Pe ·B0 (K − k) ·A≥Q−i ;
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 0 ≤ r ≤ R , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 0 ≤ r ≤ R .
The stationary distribution can be determined by solving
the set of linear equations (3), where the transition probability
matrix P is now defined in Table III. As in the 3D DTMC,

















k=0 π (i, k). Similarly, the stationary distri-
bution for the 2D DTMC that defines the operation of the SPT
scheme with infinite retransmissions can be readily obtained
by configuring F = 1.
V. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
In this section, we derive expressions for average packet
delay, throughput, packet loss probability, average energy
consumption per cycle, and energy efficiency for S-MAC
operating on both the APT and the SPT schemes. Recall that
the 2D and 3D models are developed based on the assumption
that the channel is error-free.
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TABLE III
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OF THE 2D DTMC MODEL FOR S-MAC-APT WITH INFINITE RETRANSMISSIONS
No active node exists. Transitions occur due to new arrivals
P(0,0),(j,l) = Bl (K) · Aj ; 0 ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ l ≤ K , P(0,0),(Q,l) = Bl (K) · A≥Q ; 0 ≤ l ≤ K .
No packets in the queue of the RN, i.e., no transmissions by the RN. Transitions are caused by the other k active nodes
P(0,k),(j,l) = Sk · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·Aj P(0,k),(Q,l) = Sk · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·A≥Q
+Sk · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj +Sk · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q
+Ŝk ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj ; +Ŝk ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q ;
0 ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ l < K , 1 ≤ k ≤ l < K ,
P(0,k),(j,K) = Sk · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj , P(0,k),(Q,K) = Sk · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q ,
+Ŝk ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj ; +Ŝk ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q ;
0 ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
P(0,k),(0,k−1) = Sk · Pe ·B0 (K − k) ·Aj ; P(0,k),(Q,k−1) = Sk · Pe ·B0 (K − k) ·A≥Q ;
0 ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 1 ≤ k ≤ K ,
The RN is the only active node
P(i,0),(j,l) = Ps,0 ·Bl (K) ·Aj P(i,0),(j,l) = Ps,0 ·Bl (K) ·Aj−i+F
1 ≤ i ≤ F , 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 , 0 ≤ l ≤ K , F + 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , i− F ≤ j ≤ i− 1 , 0 ≤ l ≤ K ,
P(i,0),(j,l) = Ps,0 ·Bl (K) ·Aj−i+α P(i,0),(Q,l) = Ps,0 ·Bl (K) ·A≥Q−i+α
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ l ≤ K , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ K .
Contention: transitions are caused by k + 1 active nodes including the RN
P(i,k),(j,l) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj P(i,k),(j,l) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+F
1 ≤ i ≤ F , 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 , 0 ≤ k ≤ l < K , F + 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , i− F ≤ j ≤ i− 1 , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K ,
P(i,k),(j,l) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+α P(i,k),(Q,l) = Ps,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i+α
+kPs,k · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·Aj−i +kPs,k · Pe ·Bl−k+1 (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
+kPs,k · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i +kPs,k · P̂e ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
+Ŝk+1 ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i ; +Ŝk+1 ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i ;
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ l < K , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ l < K ,
P(i,k),(j,K) = Ps,k ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+α P(i,k),(Q,K) = Ps,k ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i+α
+kPs,k · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj−i +kPs,k · P̂e ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
+Ŝk+1 ·BK−k (K − k) ·Aj−i ; +Ŝk+1 ·BK−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i ;
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K ,
P(i,k),(j,k−1) = kPs,k · Pe ·B0 (K − k) ·Aj−i P(i,k),(Q,k−1) = kPs,k · Pe ·B0 (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
Impossible transitions
P(i,k),(j,k−1) = 0 ; 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , j < i , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , P(i,k),(j,l) = 0 ; F + 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , j < i− F ,
P(i,k),(j,l) = 0 , 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ Q , 2 ≤ k ≤ K , l ≤ k − 2 , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K .
A. Average Packet Delay
Let D be the average delay that a packet experiences from
its arrival until it is successfully transmitted. Then, D can be













q=0 q · Aq + Q · A≥Q+1 and bi =
∑Q−i
q=0 q ·
Aq + (Q− i+ Ps)A≥Q−i+1 , i > 0 . Note that: i) πi is the
stationary probability of finding i packets in the queue of the
RN, and is determined by expressions (6) or (8); ii) Nav is the
average number of packets in the queue; iii) γa is the average
number of packets that entered the queue (accepted) per cycle;
and iv) bi is the mean number of packets accepted per cycle
at state i. Note also that the last term of bi is obtained from
((Q− i+ 1)Ps + (Q− i) (1− Ps))A≥Q−i+1 .
B. Throughput
We define the node throughput, η, as the average number
of packets successfully delivered by a node in a cycle. For








r=0 α · π (i, k, r) · Ps,k for 3D∑Q
i=1
∑K
k=0 α · π (i, k) · Ps,k for 2D
(10)
Recall that α = min(i, F ). In a network composed of
N sensor nodes, the total network throughput expressed in
packets per cycle is given by
Th = N · η . (11)
C. Packet Loss Probability
Since the channel is assumed to be error-free, two causes
might lead to a packet drop: i) it encounters the buffer full
upon arrival; i.e., it might be discarded due to buffer overflow;
ii) its transmission fails after R retransmissions. Recall that
R is the maximum number of retransmissions allowed for a
frame. The average number of packets lost per cycle due to
buffer overflow is λT − γa, where λT is the mean number of
packets that arrived per cycle, and γa is the average number
of packets accepted in the queue per cycle (9).
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For the 3D DTMC that models a system with finite re-
















r=0 α · π (i, k, r) · Ps,k +∑Q
i=1
∑K
k=0 α · π (i, k, R) · Psf,k . Note that once the packet
is in the queue, it will be either successfully transmitted or
dropped. Then, P cL is the fraction of accepted packets that are
discarded after R consecutive unsuccessful retransmissions.
Since H is the average number of packets transmitted per cycle
successfully or with failure, it must be equal to the average
number of packets accepted at the queue per cycle γa.
The total packet loss probability, including buffer overflow
and packet losses due to collisions in the medium, can be
determined by,
PL = 1−
(1− P cL) γa
λT
. (13)
Note that in the 2D case, packet loss is only due to buffer
overflow since a packet which encounters collisions will be
retransmitted until it is successfully received.
D. Average Energy Consumption
As described in Section III, the active period of a cycle
is further divided into the sync and data periods. The energy
consumed during the active period represents the dominant
contribution to the total energy consumption. In this subsection
we calculate the energy consumed by the RN in the sync,
data and sleep periods. Note that we only study the energy
consumed by the radio frequency transceiver. The energy
consumed by the sensor nodes due to their event sensing tasks
is application dependent and is not included here.
1) Energy Consumption in the sync Period: Denote by
Tsync = (W −1)+tSY NC+Dp the duration of a sync period.
Recall that we assume for simplicity that the RN broadcasts
one SYNC packet every Nsc cycles, i.e., one packet per update
super-cycle, and receives one packet per cycle in the remaining
Nsc− 1 cycles. Accordingly, the energy consumed by the RN








· (Tsync · Prx) , (14)
where Ptx and Prx are the transmission and reception power
levels respectively. Note that in the transmission of the SYNC
packet, the RN consumes energy for carrier sensing as well,
and this energy consumption is already included in the second
part of the first term in (14).
2) Energy Consumption in the data Period: In the APT
scheme, the number of packets aggregated in a frame depends
on the number of packets available in the queue at the
transmission time. The average size of a frame transmitted













i=1 α · π (i, k) for 2D
(15)




r=0 π (i, k, r) for the
3D DTMC, and Gk =
∑Q
i=1 π (i, k) for the 2D DTMC, 0 ≤
k ≤ N−1 , respectively. Note that fk = 1 for the SPT scheme.
In order to calculate the average energy consumed in the
data period of a cycle, we consider the following constants as-
sociated with the RN during: i) a successful transmission when
it contends with other k nodes Etxs,k = (tRTS + fk · tDATA)·
Ptx + (tCTS + tACK) · Prx , ii) a transmission failure (col-
lision) Etxf = tRTS · Ptx + tCTS · Prx , and iii) during
overhearing situations Eoh = Eoh = tRTS · Prx , where
tRTS , tDATA, tCTS and tACK are the corresponding packet
transmission times. Recall that nodes address their frames to
the sink, and that the sink receives but does not transmit. Then,
the average energy consumed by the RN during the data period
of a cycle when it contends with other k nodes, k ≥ 1, is
obtained by
Ed,k+1 = q1,kPs,k · [Etxs,k + (4Dp +BTs,k) · Prx]
+ q1,kPf,k · [Etxf + (2Dp +BTf,k) · Prx]
+ q2,kPs,k [Eoh + (Dp +BTs,k) · Prx]
+ q3,k · [Eoh + (Dp +BTf,k) · Prx] , (16)
where Dp is the one-way propagation delay. Conditioned on
finding k+1 nodes active, q1,k = (k + 1) /N is the probability
that the RN is active, q2,k = kq1,k + (k + 1) (1− q1,k)
is the average number of active nodes other than the RN,
and q3,k = 1 − q2,kPs,k − q1,kPsf,k is the probability that
nodes other than the RN transmit a frame with failure. Note
that the terms in Ed,k+1 correspond to the energy consumed
by: a frame successfully transmitted, a frame transmitted
that collides, overhearing a successful frame transmitted by
nodes other than the RN, and overhearing a collision of
frames transmitted by nodes other than the RN, respectively.
Also, Ed,1 = q1,0 · [Etxs,0 + (4Dp + (W − 1) /2) · Prx] +
q2,0 · [Eoh + (Dp + (W − 1) /2) · Prx] , and Ed,0 =
(tRTS +W +Dp) · Prx.
3) Energy Consumption in the sleep Period: When k + 1
active nodes contend in a cycle, where k ≥ 1, the average
energy consumed by the RN during the sleep period of an
awake cycle is given by,
Eaw,k+1 = q1,kPs,k · [(T − Tsync − Td,s,k) · Prx]
+ q1,kPf,k · [(T − Tsync − Td,f,k) · Prx]
+ q2,kPs,k [(T − Tsync − Td,os,k) · Prx]
+ q3,k · [(T − Tsync − Td,of,k) · Prx] , (17)
where Td,s,k = tRTS + fk · tDATA + tCTS + tACK + 4Dp +
BTs,k , Td,f,k = tRTS + tCTS + 2Dp + BTf,k , Td,os,k =
tRTS + Dp + BTs,k , and Td,of,k = tRTS + Dp + BTf,k .
These terms represent the duration of the data period when
the RN contends with other k active nodes and different
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events happen in the cycle: i) when a successful frame is
transmitted by the RN (Td,s,k); ii) when a frame transmitted
by the RN collides (Td,f,k); iii) when the RN overhears
a successful frame transmitted by a node different from
the RN (Td,os,k); and, iv) when the RN overhears a frame
transmitted by a node different from the RN that collides
(Td,of,k). Also, Eaw,1 = q1,0 · [(T − Tsync − Td,s,0) · Prx] +
q2,0 · [(T − Tsync − (tRTS +Dp + (W − 1)/2)) · Prx] and
Eaw,0 = [(T − Tsync − (W + tRTS +Dp)) · Prx] where
Td,s,0 = tRTS+f0 ·tDATA+tCTS+tACK+4Dp+(W−1)/2 ,
and Td,os,0 = tRTS +Dp + (W − 1)/2 . Recall that in cycles
where there are not active nodes in the network, the RN has
to overhear the medium during the maximum duration of the
backoff time, which is W .
Similarly, the energy consumed by the RN during the sleep
period of a normal cycle, Enr,k , can be obtained by replacing
the Prx with the sleep power level, Psl , in (17).
4) Total Average Energy Consumption per Cycle: The
average energy consumed by the RN during the data period




Ed,k · π′k (18)
where π′k is the stationary probability of finding k active nodes
in the network. For the 3D and 2D DTMCs these probabilities





r=0 π (i, k − 1, r) + π (0, k, 0) for 3D∑Q
i=1 π (i, k − 1) + π (0, k) for 2D
(19)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 . Also, π′0 = π (0, 0, 0) or π′0 =




r=0 π (i,N − 1, r) or π′N =∑Q
i=1 π (i,N − 1) , respectively.
The average energy consumed during the sleep period of a




Enr,k · π′k . (20)
The average energy consumed during the sleep period of a
cycle belonging to an awake super-cycle where the node is




Eaw,k · π′k . (21)
Then, the average energy consumption during the sleep period
of a cycle is obtained by
Esl =
Enr ·Nsc · (Naw − 1) + Eaw ·Nsc
Nsc ·Naw
. (22)
Finally, the total average energy consumed by the RN in a
cycle is obtained by
E = Esc + Ed + Esl . (23)
As discussed for the computation of Ps according to (5), the
accuracy of the energy terms in (18), (20) and (21) improves
with the accuracy of the distribution of active nodes in the
network.
E. Energy Efficiency
We define the energy efficiency of the RN, ξ, as the ratio
between the average number of bytes successfully transmitted
per cycle and the total average energy consumed in that cycle.
In a network where DATA packets have a constant size of S
bytes, it can be determined as,
ξ = η · S/E . (24)
Recall that the number of packets aggregated by a node in
consecutive frames changes randomly.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR ERROR-FREE CHANNELS
In this section, we compare the performance of APT against
SPT by enabling finite and infinite retransmissions with an
error-free channel. The analytical results are obtained based
on the developed 3D and 2D DTMC models. The simulation
results are obtained by implementing the transmission schemes
in a custom-built C based discrete-event simulator.
The developed simulator mimics the physical behavior of
the APT and SPT schemes. That is, in each cycle a node
receives packets according to a given discrete distribution,
contends for channel access with other nodes if it has packets
in the buffer, and, if it wins, then transmits a frame (a packet)
using APT (SPT). The simulation results are completely inde-
pendent of those obtained by the analytical models. That is,
the calculation of the performance metrics in our simulations
is not dependent on the derived mathematical expressions at
all, nor are the state transition tables used in these calculations.
The performance results reported below are the average values
of the measurements made over 5·106 cycles and the accuracy
of the models is validated later in this section.
TABLE IV
TIME PARAMETERS (UNIT: MILLISECOND)
Cycle duration (T ) 60 Propagation delay (Dp) 0.001
tRTS , tCTS and tACK 0.18 tSY NC 0.18
tDATA 1.716 Contention Window (W ) 128
Consider a WSN as the one illustrated in Figure 1. To
investigate the performance of our models, the network is
configured with the following parameters: number of sensor
nodes N ∈ {5, . . . , 30}, queue capacity of a node Q = 10,
DATA packet size is S = 50 bytes, the APT scheme is
configured with a maximum number of packets per frame
F ∈ {2, 5, 10}, packet arrival rate λ ∈ [0.5, 4.5] packets/s,
Nsc = 10, Naw = 40, the transmission, reception and sleep
power levels are: Ptx = 52 mW, Prx = 59 mW and Psl = 3
µW [23], respectively. The duration of a backoff time slot is
configured as 0.1 ms. The time parameters are summarized in
Table IV.
We adopt the term load to refer to the offered traffic, i.e.,
the ratio between the packet arrival rate and the packet service
rate. Observe that the packet arrival rate does not depend on the
transmission scheme implemented by the nodes, i.e., APT or
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Fig. 3. Variation of the packet loss probability due to collisions, when
retransmissions are enabled with λ = 4.5 packets/s and N = 5.





















Fig. 4. Variation of the total packet loss probability, when retransmissions
are enabled with λ = 4.5 packets/s and N = 5.
SPT. On the other hand, the packet service rate clearly depends
on the transmission scheme as, on average, the number of
packets transmitted successfully per cycle increases with F .
Then, for the same arrival rate, a node, or the network, is more
loaded when SPT is deployed than when APT is deployed.
A. APT versus SPT with Finite Retransmissions
Two extreme packet arrival rate conditions are investigated,
that correspond to the arrival rates of λ = 0.5 (light traffic
load) and 4.5 packets/s (heavy traffic load), respectively. As a
reference to reflect the intensity of the load offered to a node
that deploys SPT and has R =∞, the packet loss probabilities
due to buffer overflow induced by these two arrival rates are
approximately in the order of 10−12 and 10−1, respectively.
Clearly, the performance of the APT scheme can be better
demonstrated when λ = 4.5 packets/s. For these evaluation
configurations, we define a network of N = 5 nodes with a
single sink node, and vary the maximum number of retrans-
missions in the set R ∈ {1, . . . , 10}.
1) Impact of the Maximum Number of Retransmissions:
We evaluate the impact that the maximum number of retrans-
missions, R, has on the total packet loss, i.e., losses due to
transmissions that collide plus losses due to buffer overflows,
when λ = 4.5 packets/s. Note that once a packet is accepted
in the queue, it might be successfully delivered or dropped.
When retransmissions are disabled, the packet is dropped after
the first collision. On the other hand, when R is infinite, the
packet stays in the queue until it is delivered successfully.
When finite retransmissions are enabled, the packet is dropped
after R consecutive packet retransmissions that collide.
The variation of the packet loss probability due to unsuc-
cessful retransmissions is illustrated in Figure 3. In the figure,
the curves associated with “DTMC” and “sim” show the
results for finite retransmissions obtained by the corresponding
3D DTMC model and simulations respectively. The same
notation is adopted in the rest of the figures in this section.
Note that the results for zero retransmissions are obtained
using the DTMC presented in Table III, but by replacing Ps,k
with Psf,k. The results illustrated in Figure 3 show that a
vast majority of packets require at most two retransmissions
using either SPT or APT. That is, the packet loss probability
due to collisions is negligible for R ≥ 2. Clearly, the delay,
throughput and energy consumption will keep constant for
R ≥ 2. For brevity, these parameters are studied only for
R =∞.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the total packet loss prob-
ability, PL, including losses due to packets discarded after R
retransmissions, and buffer overflows, for the APT and SPT
schemes. For SPT, PL = 27.4% and this value appears to be
insensitive to R. As shown in Figure 3 for SPT, when R > 2
the packet drops due to collisions are negligible, then all losses
are caused by buffer overflow. When R = 0, the SPT scheme
will drop packets due to collisions. However, these losses seem
to be compensated by having lower buffer overflow.
On the other hand, for the APT scheme and any value of
F ≥ 2, PL = 1.55% for R = 0. Observe in Figure 4 that
PL ≈ 0% for R ≥ 2 for APT. Clearly, the capability of
transmitting multiple packets (a frame) per cycle contributes
decisively to reduced queue occupancy, and therefore reduces
buffer overflow.
B. APT versus SPT with Infinite Retransmissions
In this subsection we employ the 2D DTMC model to com-
pare the throughput, average packet delay and average energy
consumption of APT and SPT. The results are obtained based
on two configurations: i) a fixed packet arrival rate of λ = 1.5
packets/s but different number of nodes N ∈ {5, . . . , 30}; and
ii) a fixed network size of N = 15 but different arrival rates
λ ∈ [0.5, 4.5] packets/s. Since R =∞ in this model, no losses
occur due to collisions over the channel, i.e., P cL = 0.
1) Total Throughput: Figures 5 and 7 illustrate the total
network throughput Th under these two configurations. In
both cases, the achieved throughput increases with the number
of nodes, N , or the arrival rate, λ, up to the saturation point.
For the SPT scheme, the saturation points occur at N = 11
and λ = 1.1 packets/s, as shown in the corresponding zoomed-
in sub-figure of Figures 5 and 7 respectively. In the saturation
regime, all nodes have packets to send in nearly all cycles, i.e.,
all nodes are active in nearly all cycles. As a reference, for
N = 15 the fraction of cycles in which a node is not active
is π0 = 1.18 · 10−2, while for N = 20 it is π0 = 7.10 · 10−4.
As shown in these figures, for SPT, Th decreases slightly
as N increases beyond N = 11. This can be explained since
we expect that for N ≥ 11 all nodes are active in all cycles.
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Fig. 5. Total throughput as the number of nodes varies, when λ = 1.5
packet/s and with infinite retransmissions.























Fig. 6. Average packet delay as the number of nodes varies, when λ = 1.5
packet/s and with infinite retransmissions.
Take N = 15 as an example. The probability that a node
transmits a packet (frame) successfully is Ps,14 = 0.063, while
for N = 30 it is Ps,29 = 0.030. Recall that Ps,k was given by
(1). That is, for N = 15 a node achieves slightly more than 6
successful (frame) transmissions every 100 cycles, while for
N = 30 it achieves merely 3 successful transmissions every
100 cycles, approximately. Clearly, from (11) we have that
Th (N = 30) /Th (N = 15) ≈ 2Ps,29/Ps,14 = 0.94. This
explains why Th decays slightly after the saturation point.
As expected, a similar trend is observed for APT, but for
larger values of N as F increases. As a reference, when F = 2
the saturation occurs approximately at N = 20 and λ ≥ 2.5
packets/s. Note that, once the saturation point is reached, any
additional load offered to the nodes will be rejected due to
buffer overflow.
2) Average Packet Delay: Figure 6 displays the variation
of the average packet delay with the network size N and
with the maximum frame size F , when λ = 1.5 packets/s.
Observe that the delay is almost zero when the number of
nodes is small for both the APT and the SPT schemes. The
reason is that a network with a small number of nodes has little
contention. Then, nodes have immediate access to the channel
and can transmit packets as soon as they arrive to the queue.
On the other hand, when the number of nodes increases, it


































Fig. 7. Total throughput as the data arrival rate varies, when N = 15 and
with infinite retransmissions.























Fig. 8. Average pacekt delay as the data arrival rate varies, when N = 15
and with infinite retransmissions.
takes longer to get channel access due to increased contention.
Then, packets have to wait longer time in the queue before
being transmitted.
Observe the performance of SPT in Figures 5 and 6. We
realize that the total throughput Th increases steadily with
N up to N = 11, while for these network sizes the average
packet delay D is very small. For 11 ≤ N ≤ 15, Th does
not increase but D increases sharply. We can conclude that
the knee of the D and Th curves exists at N = 11, for the
studied configuration. For N ≤ 10, packets are transmitted as
soon as they arrive at the node. Clearly, the number of active
nodes per cycle is very small. However, for N ≥ 11 collisions
in the channel and delay both increase.
Figure 8 depicts the performance of the average packet delay
as λ varies, for different F values, when there are N = 15
nodes in the network. Similar observation as discussed above
applies to this scenario. The delay is almost zero for λ = 0.5,
as this very low arrival rate induces very little contention in
the channel. As expected, APT achieves lower average packet
delay than SPT does. By simply configuring F = 2, a drastic
delay reduction is achieved. However, increasing F beyond 5
does not seem to have any significant impact. Recall that when
F = 5 a frame can fit as much as half of the queue capacity
(Q = 10).
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Fig. 9. Total average energy consumed by the RN as the number of nodes
varies, when λ = 1.5 packet/s and with infinite retransmissions.
























Fig. 10. Energy efficiency as the number of nodes varies, when λ = 1.5
packet/s and with infinite retransmissions.
3) Total Average Energy Consumption: The total average
energy consumption per cycle, E, for the SPT and APT
schemes is shown in Figures 9 and 11 for the two configura-
tions studied. At a first glance it might look counter-intuitive
that E is higher when the network is lightly loaded than
when it is heavily loaded. This behavior is mainly due to idle
listening, which is more acute in light loads. For medium and
high loads, a node will go to sleep as soon as it hears an
RTS or a collision in the channel. Whereas for light load, in
many cycles nodes have to listen for the whole backoff window
duration to realize that there were no active nodes.
For SPT, we observe that E decreases with the network
size N and the arrival rate λ up to a point, approximately
N = 11 and λ = 1.1 packets/s. Beyond that point, E decays
approximately linearly with N or becomes constant with λ.
As discussed above, at N = 5, the number of active nodes
per cycle is very small, and then the energy consumption due
to idle listening contributes significantly to E. For N ≥ 5, E
keeps on decreasing due to the increasing occupancy of the
channel, up to the point (N = 11) beyond which the channel is
busy in all cycles. The evolution of E with λ can be described
in similar terms.
For APT, E behaves similarly as in SPT, but the shape of E
depends now on the maximum number of packets aggregated
per frame F . The total energy consumed by APT is always
larger than the total energy consumed by SPT for all N and






























Fig. 11. Total average energy consumed by the RN as the data arrival rate
varies, when N = 15 and with infinite retransmissions.























Fig. 12. Energy efficiency as the data arrival rate varies, when N = 15 and
with infinite retransmissions.
λ values. As mentioned before, this is due to the fact that
as F increases, there will be more cycles with no active
nodes, and therefore more energy is wasted by overhearing
in those cycles. It is worth noting than the difference between
the energy consumed by the APT and SPT schemes reduces
drastically as the load increases.
4) Energy Efficiency: Figures 10 and 12 illustrate the
evolution of the energy efficiency, ξ, with the network size
N and the packet arrival rate λ. As shown in the figures,
the energy efficiency achieved by APT is substantially higher
than the one obtained by SPT, especially at high packet arrival
rates and with a large node population. For example, as shown
in Figure 11, at λ = 2.5 packets/s, the total average energy
consumed by a node deploying APT is only marginally higher
than the one consumed by a node deploying SPT (0.39% larger
for F = 2 and 1.65% larger for F = 5). On the other hand,
with the same arrival rate, the total throughput Th for APT
with F = 2, expressed as total number of packets successfully
transmitted per cycle, is almost twice as much as Th for SPT,
as observed in Figure 7. Note that node throughput η is equal
to Th/N and the same ratio 1/N is maintained between Th
and η for both APT and SPT.
Accordingly, for a constant packet length of S = 50 bytes,
Figure 12 demonstrates that the energy efficiency expressed in
transmitted Kbytes (per cycle and node) per consumed energy
unit in mJ (per cycle and node) is almost twice as high for
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APT with F = 2 as for SPT. A similar explanation can be
formulated for the variation of the energy efficiency with the
number of network nodes N .
Moreover, the evolution of ξ with N presents different
maximums for different values of F , the maximum number of
packets aggregated per frame. For F = 1 (SPT) the maximum
of ξ is achieved at N = 10, while for F = 2 it is achieved
at N = 20. Note that at these network configurations, Th
achieves its maximum while D is small. This result suggests
that in a network where the number of nodes varies over time
and the packet arrival rate per node (λ) remains constant, an
adaptive scheme that could adjust the value of F would be
beneficial. This optimal F value could keep Th operating in
the vicinity of its maximum while maximizing ξ and achieving
low D.
When the size of the network N is fixed, the evolution of ξ
with λ has a similar behavior as the evolution of Th with λ. In
this case, selecting the largest possible F value for any arrival
rate could achieve maximum ξ, maximum Th and minimum
D. Observe that ξ for F = 2 is only marginally higher than
ξ for F = 5 or 10 for 0.5 ≤ λ ≤ 1.5. Then, selecting the
largest value for F would be a very good approximation to
the optimal network configuration in this arrival rate interval.
C. Accuracy of the 3D and 2D DTMC Models
In this subsection, we compare the accuracy of the results
obtained by the 2D and 3D DTMC models with the results
obtained by simulation for the APT and SPT schemes. The re-
sults are summarized in Table V. The configuration employed
for these results is: network size N = 20 nodes with a single
sink, queue capacity Q = 10 packets, and the packet arrival
rate to each node λ = 1.5 packets/s.
Define the relative error of a measure as |x− y| /y , where
x is the value obtained by the corresponding analytical model
and y is the value obtained by simulation. As illustrated in
Table V, the throughout and delay values obtained from the
analytical models and simulations match accurately with each
other, being the largest relative error 0.51% for delay in case
of F = 2. For energy consumption, the relative error for E
varies with different configurations but still lower than 0.65%
in all cases. Accordingly, we conclude that the relative error of
the performance parameters obtained by the analytical models
is lower than 1% for all the studied parameters for both 3D
and 2D DTMCs.
VII. MODELING APT IN ERROR-PRONE CHANNELS
The 2D and 3D DTMC models presented earlier in this
paper were designed with an assumption that the channel was
error-free. In this section, as an example of the versatility of
the proposed analytical framework, we extend the 3D model to
scenarios where wireless channel impairments have an impact
on WSN performance.
Our models describe the WSN behavior at the MAC layer.
At this layer, channel impairments are revealed via packet
(frame) errors. Therefore, we aim at integrating a frame-level
error model that characterizes the wireless channel condition
into the 3D model. Thus a 4D model is developed. Note that
in this approach, bit error rate is neither an input parameter











Loss State Non-Loss States
Fig. 13. A frame-level error model for error-prone channels with one state
in the loss macro-state and three states in the non-loss macro-state.
A. An Extended On/Off Model for Frame-Level Errors
Different studies have proposed frame-level error models
and shown that their statistical characteristics precisely match
those of real packet traces [24], [25], [26]. Typically, the
channel condition, with respect to the packets transmitted over
it, can be regarded as either On (successful transmission) or
Off (transmission failed). That is, packets transmitted without
collisions while the channel is in On will be received success-
fully, while those transmitted while the channel is in Off will
be received with errors and discarded.
The extended On/Off model proposed in [24] describes
the holding times in the On and Off states by a mixture
of geometric distributions. In our error model, the On and
Off states are represented by two macro-states representing
the loss and non-loss states respectively, where a macro-
state is composed of a set of states. This modeling approach
captures both first- and second-order statistics with sufficient
accuracy, which is considered an adequate characterization of
the wireless link for practical scenarios.
Let us represent consecutive cycles in the non-loss and
loss states by a sequence of 0s and 1s, respectively. Then,
a sequence of consecutive 1s represents an error burst, i.e., a
set of consecutive cycles where packets (frames) transmitted
will not be received successfully due to channel impairments.
The mean frame error rate would be the fraction of 1s in the
complete sequence.
For simplicity of configuration, we deploy a single state to
describe the loss macro-state, and three states to represent the
non-loss macro-state, as shown in Figure 13. This model is
shown to exhibit a self-similar behavior over a finite but wide
enough range of time-scales [27], and can be easily configured.
The model has three parameters: H , a and b. The value of H
determines the range of time-scales where the process can be
considered as self-similar. Once the value of H is decided, the
values of a and b are obtained such that they fit respectively
the fraction of cycles where the channel produces frame-level
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TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON: SIMULATION VERSUS 3D DTMC AND 2D DTMC
Scheme Delay (cycles) E(mJ) Throughput (packets/cycle) π0
Sim 3D 2D Sim 3D 2D Sim 3D 2D Sim 3D 2D
SPT 194.8 194.8 194.8 0.859 0.853 0.853 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00
APT, F = 2 42.5 42.8 42.8 0.869 0.863 0.863 1.70 1.70 1.70 0.16 0.16 0.16
APT, F = 5 10.8 10.8 10.8 0.894 0.889 0.889 1.80 1.80 1.80 0.49 0.49 0.49
APT, F = 10 10.2 10.2 10.2 0.896 0.890 0.890 1.80 1.80 1.80 0.51 0.51 0.51
errors ρFE = (1 − 1/b)/(1 − 1/bH), and the average number
of consecutive cycles where the channel produces frame-level




In the adopted model, we configure H = 4. Accordingly,
we set b = 0.4418 to obtain a frame error rate (FER) of
ρFE = 5%, and a = 2 to obtain a mean frame-error burst length
of E[B] = 1.143. This is a realistic configuration according
to field measurements performed in [25]. However, any other
values can be configured in the model.
Denote by PNE the transition matrix that describes the
cycles where the channel is in non-loss states. Note that PNE
is equal to the transition matrix that defines the 3D DTMC,
and that was shown in Table II. Also, denote by PE a new
transition matrix that describes the cycles where the channel is
in loss states and is shown in Table VI. Then, a new transition
matrix which encompasses the transmissions in both macro
states needs to be constructed.




A0 A1 A2 A3
B1 B4 0 0
B2 0 B5 0
B3 0 0 B6
 . (25)
where A0 = p1,1PE , Am = p1,0mPE , Bm = p0m,1PNE ,
Bn = p0m,0mPNE , and m = 1, 2, 3. Clearly, matrices
A0 to A3 represent the network states in channel error-
prone cycles, while matrices B1 to B6 describe the net-
work states in channel error-free cycles. As defined in [27],
p1,1 = 1 −
∑H−1
k=1 1/a
k p1,0m = 1/a
m , p0m,1 = (b/a)
m ,
and p0m,0m = 1− (b/a)m , where m = 1, 2, 3.
B. State Description of the 4D DTMC Model
In the 4D DTMC, the state vector is denoted by (i, k, r, e),
where i is the number of packets found at the queue of the RN,
k keeps track of the number of active nodes in the network,
r is the number of retransmissions experienced by the packet
at the head of the queue of the RN, and e is a new tuple
representing the channel state as presented in Figure 13. When
e = 1 a transmitted frame will not be received correctly,
whereas when e = {01, 02, 03} the transmitted frames will be
received successfully, provided that they did not collide. Note
that now a transmission failure happens due to either errors in
the channel or contention collision. For further details about
the 4D model, like the definition of the transition matrix P
and the expressions for the performance parameters, please
refer to [28].
C. Numerical Result Example under the 4D Model
Based on the constructed state transition matrix P , we
are able to obtain the stead state probabilities for each state.
Following the same procedure as presented earlier, we deduce
the closed-form expressions for the investigated performance
parameters.
As an example, we illustrate in Figure 14 the total through-
put under an error-free (E-F) channel and an error-prone (E-
P) channel with FER = 5%, obtained from both the 4D
analytical model (DTMC) and simulations (sim). The network
is configured as in Figure 5 where λ = 1.1 packet/s, but with
R = 10, and N varies from 5 to 30. Again, the analytical
results match with the ones obtained from simulations. It is
also evident that a slightly lower throughput is achieved in the
error-prone channel scenario. However, note that the decrease
of Th is only marginal, as most of the frames discarded at
reception due to errors induced by the channel are recovered
by retransmission.
D. Brief Discussion on Model Complexity
Finally, we compare the complexity of the developed models
in terms of the number of states in the DTMC models.
The number of states in the 2D, 3D, and 4D DTMCs is
N × (Q+ 1), N × (Q+ 1) × (R+ 1), and N × (Q+ 1) ×
(R+ 1) × H respectively. The state space cardinality of the
DTMC grows very fast as N , Q, R and (or) H increases.
This can render the application of simple matrix inversion
procedures to determine the stationary distribution infeasible.
In such systems, more elaborate iterative and direct methods
have been proposed in order to obtain the stationary dis-
tribution [29]. For a simple iterative method applicable to
moderately large DTMCs, please refer to [30].
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed an analytical model to
evaluate the performance of an aggregated packet transmission
(APT) scheme. It operates in WSNs with a synchronous duty-
cycled MAC protocol like S-MAC. The model is based on
a 3D DTMC. Unlike existing models for duty-cycled MAC
protocols, our model integrates the dependence among the
nodes by modeling the number of active nodes in the network.
In addition, we have also developed a less complex 2D DTMC
model for APT in scenarios where packet loss due to collisions
in the channel is negligible, as well as a 4D model which
integrates the impact of error-prone channels.
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TABLE VI
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OF THE 4D DTMC MODEL MATRIX Pe IN THE LOSS STATE
No active node exists. Transitions occur due to new arrivals
P(0,0,0),(j,l,0) = Bl (K) · Aj ; 0 ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ l ≤ K , P(0,0,0),(Q,l,0) = Bl (K) · A≥Q ; 0 ≤ l ≤ K .
No packets in the queue of the RN, i.e., no transmissions by the RN. Transitions are caused by the other k active nodes
P(0,k,0),(j,l,0) = Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj P(0,k,0),(Q,l,0) = Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q










·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 0 ≤ r ≤ R , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 0 ≤ r ≤ R ,
Failed transmission by the RN due to channel impairments
P(i,k,r),(j,l,r+1) = Psf,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i P(i,k,R),(Q,l,0) = Psf,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i
1 ≤ i ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 0 ≤ r < R , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 0 ≤ r < R .
P(i,k,R),(j,l,0) = Psf,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·Aj−i+α P(i,k,r),(Q,l,r+1) = Psf,k ·Bl−k (K − k) ·A≥Q−i+α
1 ≤ i ≤ Q , i− α ≤ j < Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K , 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K .























APT, F=2, E−F Ch, DTMC
APT, F=2, E−P Ch, DTMC
SPT, E−F Ch, DTMC
SPT, E−P Ch, DTMC
APT, F=2, E−F Ch, sim
APT, F=2, E−P Ch, sim
SPT, E−F Ch, sim
SPT, E−P Ch, sim
Fig. 14. Total throughput under an error-prone channel as the number of
nodes varies, when λ = 1.1 packet/s, R = 10 and FER = 5%.
With these models, we obtain closed-form expressions for
performance parameters like throughput, average packet delay,
packet loss, energy consumption and energy efficiency. The
analytical models are validated through extensive discrete-
event based simulations. It is shown that they are very accurate,
with relative errors below 1%.
The obtained analytical and simulation results show that
APT outperforms its single packet transmission (SPT) coun-
terpart in terms of packet loss, average delay and throughput,
as more packets can be aggregated per transmitted frame.
Therefore, migrating from SPT to APT is a natural choice
when the load of the network increases. Even though the total
energy consumption required for APT is slightly higher than
for SPT, much higher energy efficiency is achieved in terms
of the number of bytes transmitted per Joule.
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